In 8 years we've taken on
The Government,
large multi-national corporations
and small businesses.

Anything’s possible.

Eager to pave the way into the next century, a group of software engineers
got together in 1997 and began designs to fill a niche gap in the rapidly growing
ERP market.
A need had become evident for the integration of bar code scanning systems
for accurate data capture in many industries. While such companies could readily
procure scanning hardware to suit their requirements, they had great difficulty in
finding someone to fully integrate the technology into ERP systems.
TIG provided the answer and has remained the clear leader in data capture
integration ever since.
Within twelve months of its inception, TIG had official certification processes
underway from the world’s largest ERP provider. This certificate would testify to
the future solidity of all TIG software solutions.
By offering the kind of
product and technological
innovations demanded by
companies who are constantly
tuning their processes for
maximum productivity, TIG
was the first to offer seamless
integrated bar coding and RFID
functionality to the warehouse
and finance modules of major
ERP systems.
TIG specialises in software consultation and design, hardware procurement, bar
code labels and RFID tags. TIG also provides thorough Service and Maintenance
guarantees.
TIG’s ongoing success can be tracked around the globe with installations in
Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, Europe and the USA. Worldwide
partnerships with hardware vendors, major ERP implementers and our sister
company, TIG Europe, located in the UK, means TIG is well positioned to provide
the best possible solutions for their customers.
Looking to expand, TIG’s new corporate head quarters, located at Norwest
Business Park in Sydney’s north, symbolise a stimulating and meaningful future
for the company and its valued clients.
Heading towards 2010, TIG’s main focus is to offer far superior data capture
solutions to any competitor in the space. At TIG, anything’s possible.
For further information please call TIG on 02 9407 8770 or
visit our website at www.tigint.com

Anything’s possible.

